2017 YEAR IN REVIEW:
What Can We Learn From
Washington’s Cannabis Data?

CANNABIS DATA INTELLIGENCE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A COMPREHENSIVE LOOK AT HEADSET’S
CANNABIS SALES DATA FROM 2017

Flower remains the dominant category, but its market share
continues to shrink incrementally. Vapor Pens, out of all the
product categories, fared the best in 2017, seeing 33% growth.
Their sustained popularity is makes sense, given the modern
cannabis consumer’s penchant for healthier choices. While

While 2016 was defined by explosive growth, 2017 paints a
different picture. Revenue projections for the cannabis industry
are still in the tens of billions, but we haven’t seen the wild leaps

Concentrate products might seem esoteric or intimidating—
dabbing requires a handheld torch, after all—vapor pens are seen
as discreet and safer than smoking.

and bounds that marked previous years. The market is, by all
accounts, still growing rapidly, and we don’t dispute that fact. As
more and more states legalize, the overall market size continues to
expand, adding new retailers, suppliers, and products to the mix.

It’s especially interesting to us that while sales growth at like
stores has been more modest overall in 2017, new products have
been added at higher rates. Product diversity has increased
dramatically in retail stores of all sizes and types.

However, for this report we’ve compared “like stores”—stores that
have reported data for previous years—in order to get a clearer
picture of where the market is in relation to where it was. What we
see is that growth has come down from as high as 178% for some
product categories to more reasonable numbers in the 10-30%
range.

This would suggest to us that, having figured out how much
product the market will tolerate, producers are starting to focus
less on just making something and more on making something that
will really resonate with consumers. Competition among brands
and their products is heating up, it would seem, which is great
news for consumers. Prices have reflected that. However, profit
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margins went up or remained consistent across the board, so the

only segment whose market share has grown over time, with Baby

industry doesn’t seem to be suffering either.

Boomers and Gen Xers slowly declining since the early days of
legalization. While more people in total are buying legal cannabis,

Average item prices have generally come down as the market has

more of those people are Millennials.

added more competing products while average basket sizes have
stayed consistent. People are buying more for less, essentially, and

Overall, the story we see in our data is the story of a market

this is reflected by the fact that a nearly half of all stores fell in the

reaching maturity. While there’s no telling what’s in store for the

“busy” category—7,500 transactions per month or more—in 2017.

cannabis industry, especially given Jeff Sessions’ recent decision
to rescind the Cole Memo, a more stable and predictable business

Really big brands, those with more than 500 products under their

climate is starting to emerge in longtime legal states. That climate

umbrella, are taking up more market share than ever before. In

could of course be upended by new policy or federal action, but if

2015, brands of that size were almost nonexistent. In 2017, they

business continues as usual, 2018 is on track to be a great year for

command 12% of the market, which is a lot when you consider how

the cannabis industry.

few there are. So while overall product diversity has increased,
the market is still consolidating, as predicted by many.
In terms of demographics, we haven’t seen any seismic shifts. At
this point, the massive influx of business from Baby Boomers who
were expected to come around to cannabis once it was legal and
socially acceptable doesn’t seem likely. In fact, Millennials are the
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METHODOLOGY

Data for this report comes from real-time sales reporting by
participating Washington State cannabis retailers via their
point-of-sale systems, which are linked up with Headset’s business
analytics software. This report is based on 2016 and 2017 sales
data for stores that reported data in both years. That data is
cross-referenced with our catalog of over 245,000 products to
provide detailed information on market trends.
Headset’s data is very reliable, as it comes digitally direct from
our partner retailers. However, the potential does exist for
misreporting in the instance of duplicates, incorrectly classified
products, inaccurate entry of products into point-of-sale systems,
or even simple human error at the point of purchase. Thus, there is
a slight margin of error to consider.
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LIKE STORE SALES GROWTH
Slowing Down But Still Positive
Sales growth in like stores shows no signs of stopping,
but it is slowing. While sales in all categories increased
in 2017, they did so at a much slower rate than in 2016,
which was marked by explosive growth across the
board.
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INTRO

IS THE MARKET SETTLING IN?

Thus, just because legal cannabis isn’t as novel as it once was, we
don’t expect sales growth to flatline anytime soon. We just expect
to see more moderate growth numbers in the next few years.

In the early years of legalization, persistent and pronounced
sales growth wasn’t too surprising to anyone. It was a brand new
market, and the product it was selling had gone from taboo to
acceptable overnight. Of course sales would start out with only
the very early adopters and quickly balloon as more consumers
realized that their friends and neighbors were getting high and
the sky wasn’t falling.
Now, however, most of the people who want to try cannabis
in a legal state have had their chance. The converts have
been converted, so to speak. It’s not surprising, then, to see a
tapering off in the explosive sales growth that defined 2016. New
consumers are probably still trickling in, but likely this more modest
growth is driven by by mature brands refining their marketing
messages and enticing current consumers to try new products or
purchase their favorite products more frequently.
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STEADY GROWTH, FEWER SPIKES

LIKE STORE YEARLY SALES GROWTH

Notice that like store sales growth numbers aren’t that far apart in
early 2017. Growth didn’t start to wane until about April, but when
it did it stayed at a fairly consistent level. This would suggest that
the market was still riding a wave of novelty (and probably new
and unexplored product segments) into early 2017.
While growth numbers for both years are very low in Jan/Feb,
that’s to be expected after the holidays. Cannabis, like any retail
sector, takes a post-holiday hit. The fact that spring and summer
growth is lower in 2017 is where the story really starts.

LIKE STORE YEARLY BASKETS GROWTH

The relatively consistent trendline that begins in the middle of 2017
is what we would expect from a market that is hitting its stride.
Because we’re talking growth, this means the market is still on its
way up. It hasn’t ceded any of the ground it gained during those
big summer sales spikes in 2016, it’s just not gaining ground quite
as quickly.
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BY THE BASKETS

LIKE STORE YEARLY BASKETS GROWTH

A basket represents one transaction, and looking at what that
transaction is composed of and the cost explains a lot. In 2017 the
overall ticket price of individual baskets shrunk a tiny bit, but was
still just over $30. It’s interesting to note that, while the average
basket total has stayed put, prices have actually fallen. This is
because consumers are buying 10% more items per basket than

$30.50

$30.22

they did at the same time last year, which makes sense given the
steady year-over-year increases in product diversity.
UNITS PER BASKET AND AVERAGE ITEM PRICE OVER TIME
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PATTERNS EMERGE

MONTH OVER MONTH SALES GROWTH BY YEAR

Month over month sales trends are one area where 2016 and
2017 do line up. This graph shows two large spikes, but those
were unavoidable calendar anomalies—July of 2016 and March
of 2017 both included five weekends, driving their sales totals up
significantly.
Without those spikes adjusted for, the trend we see is a steady
increase after the post-holiday doldrums, peaking in big summer
numbers. Numbers trail off after August, with a holiday spike in
December. Then the cycle repeats itself, as we expect it to do
going forward.

YEARLY SALES GROWTH BY REGION

As far as regional growth, it was obviously lower across the
board, but the same disparities remained in 2017. In 2016, Rural
stores grew at the highest rate (90%), with Suburban stores at
45% and Urban stores at 37%. In 2017, growth rates were 9%, 8%,
and 5%, respectively.
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“In Oregon, a state where we have more dispensaries
than coffee shops, 900 grow licenses in cue, and millions
of pounds of legal weed on the market, competition has
become exceedingly fierce, branding has become one of the
most important elements to your product, and if you aren’t
actively networking and curating relationships, selling and
buying weed will become difficult to navigate in 2018.”
“The farms that take the time to cultivate their brand
identity and stand out among the rest, they’re the ones that
are going to be having a good time selling weed in 2018.”

Nusheen Bakhtiar
Vice President, Jeffery’s Flower and Oil
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TAKEAWAYS

1

The numbers here represent an overall market slowdown, but not an unexpected one.
The market appears to be settling in.

2

While growth has slowed, this doesn’t mean the market has shrunk or will shrink.
It is still growing and likely will continue to for quite some time.

3

Basket stats matter. While we saw declines in sales growth in stores of every type, those were
driven by declines in total baskets, not falling prices.

4

Lackluster growth in basket numbers suggests a much higher percentage of repeat customers, so building customer loyalty will be more important than ever in 2018.

5

Seasonal trends are starting to emerge, with sales waning in the fall and increasing in the
summer for both 2016 and 2017.

6

Growth fell in all regions, but Rural stores were still the fastest growing.
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CATEGORY SALES
What do Consumers Want?
Breaking sales data down into categories has a lot to
tell us about what products consumers are gravitating
towards. Flower is, as ever, the best selling category,
but there are some clear winners among the runners-up.
This section examines categories from several angles,
including market share, price, and profit margin.

*Note: that growth numbers are Oct to Oct for like stores. Non-growth
numbers are Oct for all stores unless otherwise noted.
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FLOWER HAS CONTINUED TO DECLINE
AS THE DOMINANT CATEGORY, THOUGH
NOT QUICKLY.

ones, is also revealing. For anyone interested in introducing
something to the market, this information should be extremely
helpful in figuring out which category presents the best
opportunity. Concentrates for example, saw product diversity
double, with those new products commanding 71% of the market in
2017. Advanced products like distillate, a newcomer to the market,

Because flower is far and away the most popular category, it

might have something to do with that, but it’s still a significant

can be difficult to tell what’s going on with the others. However,

increase.

looking at growth rates is helpful, as flower sales have generally
had the lowest growth rates. In 2017, despite slower growth

Looking deeper into the basket breakdown by category, we see

across the board, some categories still grew significantly more

a trend towards multiple categories in the same cart. Pre-Rolls

than others, like vapor pens.

are the only category in which the percentage of single category
baskets outweighs that of their market share, meaning that

Beyond that, average item price by category also tells us an

they’re often bought alone or only with other Pre-Rolls. This makes

interesting story. While prices have declined across the board,

sense, given their unique portability. They’re something like the

some categories have actually rebounded from 2016, like Tinctures

cannabis equivalent of a single-serve beer.

& Sublingual.
Lastly, we took a look at which categories have the best profit
Looking at which categories have seen the most new products, as

margins. No category saw a reduction in profit margins, which is

well as how those new products have fared against preexisting

great news, and some even made significant gains.
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LIKE STORE YEARLY CATEGORY SALES GROWTH

LEVELING DOWN IN 2017

Flower, despite keeping the lion’s share of the market, saw the
lowest growth at 3%. Edibles, Topicals, and Capsules continued
to grow at respectable levels, each seeing 22% growth. Vapor
Pens, however, fared the best, growing at 33%. Topicals and
Concentrates were the two fastest-growing categories from 2016,
and are both still catching on with consumers, so it makes sense
that they’re still growing consistently. Edibles saw the lowest
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overall reduction in growth, dropping only 25% from 2016 to 2017.
This fits with their status as the second most familiar consumption
method after inhalation.
Despite the differences among the category growth rates this
year, a look at this graph illustrates how strikingly the market has
leveled off. Whereas last year everything was growing a lot, and
some things were growing at astronomical rates, everything this
year has grown within a band of 30 percentage points.
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WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE?

CATEGORY MARKET SHARE BY YEAR

Flower’s market share has declined 2.5%, which is not nearly
as much as the 8.5% drop from 2015 to 2016. However, this still
represents a continuation of the general trend towards new and
often smokeless products.
While combusting cannabis flower is the most traditional way of
consuming cannabis, there are more new ingestion methods than
ever in 2017. It might take awhile, but we think Flower sales will
eventually be on par with Vapor Pens or Concentrates, which
deliver a similar experience without the smoke.
CATEGORY MARKET SHARE BY REGION

Though Flower is slightly more popular in Rural stores, the
differences in category sales between Urban, Suburban, and
Rural stores is negligible. In general, more stores are carrying a
broader array of products. Concentrates, Edibles, Flower, and
Pre-Roll have been in pretty much every store since 2015, while
newer categories like Tincture and Topical have gained quite a bit
of representation in stores since 2015.
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% OF STORES SELLING A CATEGORY

WORKING OUT THE AVERAGES

Most categories have seen an overall decline in price since 2015,
but some have remained stable or even rallied. Both Flower and
Tincture & Sublingual actually saw prices climb back up in 2017
after dropping in 2016.
While the 2017 market settling slowed growth quite a bit, the silver
lining is that it probably also means we’re closer than ever to price
stabilization. Within the categories, differences in the development
of AIP indicate that some categories still have some settling left to
AVERAGE ITEM PRICE OVER TIME

do.
However, barring sudden regulatory change, which is uncommon
in a well-established market, prices for common products like
flower are probably close to where they’re going to stay. Products
that require more technology, like Vapor Pens, could see further
price reduction in the future with advances in technology or more
popularity, but are probably stable for the time being as well.
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FADING NOVELTY, NEW OPPORTUNITY

Some of the most popular categories with consumers were also the

2017. This could indicate that the market is becoming saturated.

ones with the most new products—Concentrates, Edibles, Flower,

When it comes to AIP for new products, most were the same

Pre-Roll, and Vapor Pens. Of those, Concentrates and Vapor Pens

across categories, except in Tincture & Sublingual and Topical,

saw the highest percentages of sales to new products.

which were lower and higher, respectively. One might think that
that would run counter to the fact that Tincture & Sublingual saw

Edibles saw the least percentage of sales to new products, even

a price rally in 2017, but it makes sense when you consider that the

though there were a significant number of new products added in

category saw the smallest percentage of sales to new products.

NEW PRODUCT IMPACTS ON SALES
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“Bigger, better, faster. The cannabis industry is exploding.
From people and money entering the space to the
exponential growth of trade shows, press coverage,
legalization and normalization.
Every indication is that things are both headed in the right
direction and sustainable.”

Marco Hoffman
Founder & CEO, Evergreen Herbal
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PRICE POINTS AND PRODUCT QUALITY

CATEGORY AVERAGE ITEM PRICE

The popularity of certain price ranges is greatly affected by
category, with Pre-Rolls being the obvious example. The vast
majority of Pre-Rolls sold are less than $10, which lines up with
their status as the cannabis industry’s most popular single-serve
item. Certainly there are premium Pre-Rolls and multipacks
available at higher prices, but fully 81% of the Pre-Roll market is
sold at the sub-$10 price point.
Flower is probably the most evenly distributed category. Because
it is the largest and most popular category, it is also the first area

CATEGORY PRODUCT MIX

where brands could begin distinguishing themselves based on
quality, and they’ve clearly done so. No other category—even the
more traditionally pricey ones like Concentrates or Vapor Pens—
sees as high of a percentage of items sold for over $40.
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STAND ALONE CATGEGORY BASKETS

BASKET BUDDIES

Flower is the biggest outlier in basket placement, being the most
frequently bought in a Flower-only basket and also making up the
majority of the total in baskets that it is present in. Pre-Rolls are
close behind in single category baskets, but trail quite a bit in the
share of basket total for baskets they’re in. Beverages, as might
be expected, are the least frequently bought on their own and
take up the least amount of their baskets.
Edibles, Capsules, and Pre-Rolls—all categories with a significant
percentage of low-priced offerings—are the categories with the
AVERAGE ITEMS PER BASKET

highest number of items per basket. Of those, Pre-Rolls have the
fewest other items per basket, while Capsules have the highest.
Topicals and Beverages have the most other items.
The vast majority of baskets contain only one item (83%), and they
also account for the vast majority of sales (70%). As the number
of items increases, the basket total increases at a higher rate,
meaning that multi-item baskets have a higher percentage of total
sales.
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MULTI CATEGORY BASKETS

PROFIT MARGINS
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TAKEAWAYS

1

2

3

4

5

Flower continues to dominate the market, but cedes a little bit of market share each year. Less
familiar product categories like Tinctures & Sublingual have made inroads into more stores.
Smokeless products are worth watching, as Vapor Pens show the strongest growth in 2017
and Concentrates have continued to grow over time.
Prices have dropped across the board, but are beginning to stabilize for the first time in 2017.
Concentrates and Vapor Pens had significant numbers of new products, and saw a significant
percentage of sales to new products. Flower was a much tougher market for newcomers, with
lots of new products but a lower percentage of sales to those products.
Flower was the most price-diverse category, while Pre-Roll was overwhelmingly (81%) sub-$10.
Edibles were also dominated by lower-priced products, with 47% of sales being to products
under $10.
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THE RETAIL SECTOR
Selection Wins
The retail sector has come a long way since 2015. In
2015, retailers had far fewer products from a more limited
number of brands, and prices were higher. Now, the
majority of retailers have more than 600 products on their
shelves. This section examines the retail section through the
lens of product/brand diversity, the prevalence of flower
sales, regional differences, and more.
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INTRO

FOR STORES, PRODUCT
DIVERSIFICATION WAS THE MAJOR
TREND OF 2017

In terms of regional trends, we see that the majority of higher
grossing stores ($500,000+ yearly sales) are in urban areas, while
rural areas are dominated by small stores (< $250,000 yearly
sales). However, only small stores grew in 2017. Mid-size stores
($250,000-$500,000 yearly sales) and large stores both had

While offerings have been increasing steadily since legalization,

negative growth. Also, at the few large rural stores, basket sizes

as more and more producers are bringing more and more products

were significantly larger.

to market, in 2017 over 30% of stores had more than 1000
products on their shelves. Stores were much likelier to bring on
new products than they were in 2016. In good news for suppliers,
brand diversity in stores reached its highest levels in 2017.
However, the shelf share for Flower, one of the most diverse
product categories, actually declined a bit. The number of stores
getting more than 75% of their revenue from flower dropped to
almost nil, while nearly half of stores are getting more than half
their revenue from non-Flower products. Stores that stocked lots
of non-Flower products saw more growth than Flower-heavy
stores.
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CANNABIS LOVES COMPANY

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY NUMBER OF DISTINCT PRODUCTS SOLD 2016

In 2017, stores got busier. Over 44% of stores performed more
than 7,500 transactions per month, up from 34% in 2015. The
number of stores in the smaller transaction bracket—less than
2,500 transactions per month—dropped 2%.
This trend comes alongside the general trend towards product
diversification, and it’s safe to say the two are linked. More
products means more reasons to come back and try something
new, and broader appeal to customers who maybe have never
been in before, which drives transaction rates up.
BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY NUMBER OF DISTINCT PRODUCTS SOLD 2017

To compete in 2017, it would seem that product diversity is
key. In 2015, 26% of stores had less than 200 products on their
shelves. Now, only 3% do. Conversely, only 1% of stores had even
1000-1200 products on their shelves in 2015. Now, 11% have more
than 1400. And this expansion of product offerings was specific
to 2017. In 2016, stores were much more modest in their product
additions, whereas 23% of stores in 2017 added over 500 products
to their shelves.
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BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY NUMBER OF NEW PRODUCTS ADDED

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY NUMBER OF NEW PRODUCTS ADDED

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY TRANSACTION VOLUME OVER TIME
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“In such a fast-paced industry we live and die by the the
numbers. Being able to identify what neighborhoods are
affected by different products at different times of the month
and year gives us a strategic advantage when it comes to
providing for our guests. Using Headset let’s us see past the
basic information. For example, at our downtown location
where you have a lot of professionals living in condominiums
coming in, we see edible sales increase because smoking inside
buildings is prohibited. Out at our Ocean Shores location, it is a
tourist driven economy and Headset gives us the data we need
to predict seasonal changes. Using data has helped us reduce
out-of-stock events and increased our overall guest retention.
Because growth is slowing down overall, repeat customers will
be more important than ever in 2018.”

Brad Miller
CPO, Have a Heart
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LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

While all stores added products in 2017, Urban stores made

However, Rural stores have made the greatest strides overall

the largest gains in product diversity. This suggests that urban

since 2015, when they averaged only 248 products per store.

consumers are more open to new products, which would make

Now, the average Rural store has 776. So it’s not like Rural

sense. Because of restrictive laws on cannabis advertising,

customers are missing out, exactly, they just might not have stores

reaching rural customers is difficult, whereas most major cities

that sell infused tomato soup or the latest and greatest distillate.

have a cannabis-friendly alt weekly.

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY AVERAGE NUMBER OF DISTINCT PRODUCT AND REGION
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THE BRANDING ERA BEGINS

Part of the story of product diversity is brand diversity. In 2017,

This is great news for smaller brands looking to break into the

stores hit their most brand-diverse point ever, with about 70% of

market—they’re likelier than ever to find buyers who are willing to

stores carrying 60 or more brands. In contrast, no store in 2015

give them a shot.

had more than 75 brands, and only 7% even had more than 60.

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY DISTINCT BRANDS SOLD
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AIP STAYS STEADY

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY AVERAGE BASKET

A look at stores divided by their AIP reveals that the price
landscape is nearly the same in 2017 as it was in 2016. Both years
saw many more stores with lower AIP than 2015. This makes
sense, as 2016 was a year of sharp price reductions, with retailers
pushing to hit $5 grams and producers leveraging new economies
of scale to meet those demands. Interestingly, basket sizes haven’t
shifted all that much over the past two years. The overwhelming
majority of stores still see average baskets between $20-30.

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY AVERAGE ITEM PRICE

40.7%

30.2%
13.7%

7.1%
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EASING UP ON FLOWER

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY % SALES FROM FLOWER

While Flower is still the most popular category, stores moved away
from it more and more in 2017. This is a continuation of a trend
that began in 2016, where the number of stores that stocked more
than 65% flower dropped by more than half. Most stores settled
into a product mix with 50-65% Flower, which is also true for 2017,
although there are more stores than ever with less than 50% of
their shelves devoted to Flower.
And stores that shifted away from Flower reaped benefits. Stores
with less than 55% Flower on their shelves saw the most growth in
2017, a little under 20%. Stores from 55-75% flower grew only 2%,

AVERAGE YEARLY GROWTH BY % SALES FROM FLOWER

while stores with more than 75% Flower actually had a negative
growth rate of 3%. Clearly, non-Flower products are resonating
with consumers more than ever. This certainly makes sense
when you consider the fact that pre-legalization consumers, the
population most familiar with flower, have almost all joined the
market by now. To capture new consumers or reenergize existing
ones, stores are looking past bud.
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DIFFERENT REGIONS, DIFFERENT STORIES

BREAKDOWN OF STORES BY LOCATION AND SIZE

While the majority of stores are still netting less than $250,000
per year in all regions, it’s worth looking at which regions have
the most high-earners. Unsurprisingly, the Rural category boasts
the fewest stores with more than $500,000 in yearly sales, while
Urban areas have the most. However, Rural areas still have a
significant number of mid-sized stores, with about 8% of all stores
being Rural and mid-size. Only 4% of all stores are Suburban and
mid-sized, and 12% Urban and mid-sized, by way of comparison.
Also, smaller stores currently have the most room to grow. Both
mid-sized and large stores went from positive sales growth in 2016

AVERAGE YEARLY SALES GROWTH BY STORE SIZE

to negative numbers in 2017, while small stores actually grew more
this year.
In Rural stores, large ones also boasted the largest average
basket size at $38.24, while small Urban stores had the lowest at
$26.82. This suggests that consumers in the country are stocked
up, while those in city can walk out with just a Pre-Roll and not
worry about when they’re going to be close to a store next.
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TAKEAWAYS

1

Stores got a lot busier in 2017, with nearly half performing 7,500 or more transactions per
month.

2

Product diversity exploded, with almost a quarter of stores adding more than 500 products.
This is up from only 4% in 2016.

3

Brand diversity increased alongside product diversity, with over half of stores carrying more
than 60 distinct brands.

4

Despite that influx of new products and brands, the average price at stores remained stable
from 2016, as did average basket size.

5

6

More stores than ever moved away from Flower, and the stores with less than 50% of their
shelf space devoted to it were the only ones with solid growth. Stores with over 75% Flower
saw negative growth.
Urban areas boasted the most high-grossing stores, although Rural areas had a respectable number of mid-size stores. The vast majority of stores are small stores, grossing below
$250,000 per year.
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THE BRAND LANDSCAPE
More Brands, Bigger Winners
There are more brands than ever, and those brands
are selling more products than ever. This increasingly
competitive landscape is dominated by big brands with
diverse product portfolios, but that hasn’t stopped small
brands from trying their hand. This section breaks down
the brand landscape, examining brand market share,
product diversity, and more.
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INTRO

THE INCREASINGLY POPULATED
BRAND LANDSCAPE IS ONE OF THE
MOST IMPORTANT STORIES OF THE
2017 MARKET, AS WE THINK IT IS THE
CLEAREST INDICATOR OF A MARKET
APPROACHING MATURITY.

And we see that some brands have been extremely successful
in a crowded marketplace. The top ten brands have risen above
the crowd, and command a large percentage of the marketplace.
Those brands also tend to have broad product portfolios that span
several categories. The market consolidation that many observers
predicted is definitely playing out in data.
However, that might not be such a bad thing. Economies of scale
allow these brands to maintain their profit margins and quality

When cannabis was first legalized, what brand cannabis was

while selling to the consumer at ever lower prices. And while

sold under didn’t matter so much as that cannabis was being sold.

the playing field isn’t exactly level for the small, single-product

Consumers were still fresh from a market where the closest thing

brands, keep in mind that by brands we don’t mean companies.

to a brand was a dealer with a reputation for always answering

Lots of the small brands that aren’t doing so well could very well

his phone and packaging was just a clear plastic bag.

be experimental side projects from established companies who are
looking to test the waters.

Now, consumers go to the store and buy cannabis in sleek glass
jars bearing custom artwork and professionally designed logos.
Consumers make repeat purchases based on brand. When the
consumer base is more educated and more discerning, suddenly
branding matters a lot.
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THE DIVERSIFICATION MACHINE

Since 2015, the number of brands on the market has more

The average number of products per brand in now 140,

than doubled. At the same time, those brands have increased

up from 63 in 2015. Suppliers seem to have fully embraced the idea

the number of products they offer by 2.5x, reflecting the

of having multiple brands with multiple categories, as they can

diversification of store offerings we discussed in the previous

appeal to a broader consumer base while producing everything in

section.

the same facility.

BRAND GROWTH AND PRODUCTS PER BRAND
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BRAND GROWTH BY CATEGORY

GETTING STARTED IN SMALLER MARKETS

The two categories with the most new brands were Capsules and
Topicals, but both still had a very low overall number of brands.
Brand expansion was somewhat curtailed in the more popular
categories—Concentrates, Flower, and Pre-Roll—which makes
sense given the already crowded marketplace. Clearly, there’s
more room for newcomers in certain areas, although it should be
noted that sales totals for Capsules and Topicals still don’t see a
high percentage of sales to new products.
Within the categories, the number of products per brand
AVERAGE PRODUCTS PER BRAND BY CATEGORY

expanded across the board in 2017. Concentrates, Flower, and
Vapor Pens saw the largest increases. This makes sense, as
capturing more market share in a market with lots of existing
brands might require brands to focus on new products, while
entrants into small markets like Topicals can get away with a few
solid products. The average brand in Topicals has less than 10
products in its portfolio.
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PRODUCTS OUT TO PASTURE

BREAKDOWN OF PRODUCTS BY DISCONTINUATION AND CATEGORY

Our data on product discontinuation corroborates the continued
expansion of brands and products. The majority of products
launched in both 2015 and 2016 are still around in 2017. Some
products have been discontinued, of course, but even among the
2015 launches the number of successful products is very high.
Certain categories have proved more challenging, however,
usually the ones we know to be saturated with brands and new
products.
BREAKDOWN OF PRODUCTS AVAILABLE IN 2016 BY CREATION AND DISCONTINUATION
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DISCONTINUED AND DONE

These charts show us that product diversification became truly
important over the last two years. In 2015, brands with fewer
than 100 products made up over 50% of the market. By 2016, they
were only 38%, and they fell to 31% in 2017. Also, there were no
brands with more than 1000 products in 2015 or 2016, but sales
to those brands accounted for 7% of the total market in 2017. The
distribution of market share by product offering hasn’t changed
much between 2016 and 2017, so we predict a similar breakdown
in 2018, barring any unexpected changes.
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TOP BRANDS TAKE THE LION’S SHARE

Top brands are doing well in 2017. In 2015, 23% of sales went to
the top 10 brands, but that dropped to 19% in 2016. This year,
it’s back up to 21%, indicating that the trend is reversing itself.
However, in the same time, the rest of the market has become
more balanced. In 2015, only 7% of sales went to the lowest
ranked brands, while they now command 16%. That said, bigger,
more diverse brands do have a clear competitive advantage.
Brands with products in more than four categories accounted for
over 40% of sales in 2017, while brands in only one category only
had 8%.
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BRAND PROMINENCE PAYS OFF

BREAKDOWN OF 2017 MARKET BY # OF PRODUCTS THE BRAND OFFERS

The importance of product diversification is illustrated by the
statistical link between increased market share and products per
brand. Currently, 65.4% of brands have fewer than 50 products,
but they only command 12.5% of the market. Only 0.2% of brands
have more than 1000 products, but they command 7.4% of the
market. Similarly, 0.7% of brands have 500-1000 products, but
they command another 5.4% of the market. We consider brands
with more than 200 products to be big brands, and those brands
combined command over 40% of the market.

% SALES TO TOP 5 BRANDS BY YEAR

In Flower, less than 10% of sales go to the top 5 brands. But in
smaller categories like Capsules or Tinctures & Sublinguals, the
top 5 brands command over 30% of the market. Keep in mind,
however, that the top 5 brands in flower are the top 5 from a
field of 825, while there are only 33 and 23 brands in Capsules
and Tinctures & Sublinguals, respectively. Thus, it appears that
the top brands are successful pretty much across the board, and
that gaining brand recognition and prominence pays off in a major
way.
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Grow Op Farms’ ability to capture market share began with an
early entry into the I-502 marketplace, bringing with it quality
products at affordable prices in quality packaging and branding
that set the standard for the state. Our focus has not shifted.
Also, our passion to do business and our logistic capabilities
attracts the eyes of other companies looking to expand their
brands off of our platform.
Pepsi would not be one of the largest food companies in the
world with just soda alone, it’s taken brands like Frito Lay,
Gatorade and Quaker to launch their portfolio into that domain,
something Phat Panda seeks to achieve in the cannabis space.
Watching this grow and continue to gain momentum over the
years has been a remarkable experience, and we look forward
to what 2018 will bring.

Johnny Wilson
VP of Sales, GrowOp Farms
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BREAKDOWN OF GROWTH BY NUMBER OF PRODUCTS

NO MORE INSTANT GRATIFICATION

While the number of brands has expanded, sales growth among
them isn’t on the rise. In 2016, less than 50% of brands saw
negative sales growth of 10% or more, while 54% did in 2017. The
number of brands seeing astronomical (100%+) growth in 2017
also fell, down to 21% from 31%. So while there seems to be a high
tolerance for new brands in 2017, the overall slow growth isn’t
making it easy to score a quick win in the market.
That said, brands that added lots of products in 2017 posted
better growth numbers. Only 28% of brands with less than 25 new
BREAKDOWN OF BRANDS BY SALES GROWTH

products grew 100% or more, while 42% of brands that added 100
or more products saw that level of growth. Nearly 60% of brands
that added less than 25 products posted negative growth, while
only 26% of the 100+ new product brands did.
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TAKEAWAYS

1

There are twice as many brands on the market in 2017 as in 2015, and those brands make more
than twice as many products, on average.

2

Brand growth is most pronounced in small categories, but the most new brands entered categories that were already popular.

3

New products have been pretty durable over time. The majority of products launched in 2015
and 2016 are still on the market today.

4

The top 10 brands continued to take a disproportionate share of the market, while the share
going to the lowest-ranked brands shrunk even further, pointing to market consolidation.

5

Brands that offered more total products commanded disproportionately more market share.

6

Within the categories, after adjusting for the number of competing brands, the top 5 brands
were dominant across the board.
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DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS
Who’s Buying What?
Getting to know the cannabis consumer is as important as
ever. Millennials are unsurprisingly the most consistently
well represented group, and will likely continue to be as
more of them reach legal age. This section covers category
preferences among the generations, market share by
gender/age, and more.
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INTRO

THOUGH THE NARRATIVE OF BABY
BOOMERS FLOCKING TO LEGAL
CANNABIS RETAILERS TO STOCK UP ON
TOPICAL PRODUCTS FOR JOINT PAIN
IS A COMMON ONE, IT ISN’T EXACTLY
BORNE OUT BY DATA.

There are also some notable differences between the generations
when it comes to the popularity of certain categories. Millennials
buy far more Concentrates than any other age group, which
makes sense when you remember that Concentrates were
not a part of early cannabis experiences for Gen Xers and
Baby Boomers. For Millennials, Concentrates have been pretty
ubiquitous.
As might be expected, the categories most popular with Gen X

Millennials have taken more and more market share over time,

and above are ones with a more medical bent—Capsules, Edibles,

while both the Boomers and the Gen Xers have declined slightly.

Tinctures & Sublinguals, and Topicals. So while the notion that

The Silent Generation, for its part, is an almost nonexistent part of

Baby Boomers are a sleeping dragon isn’t completely accurate,

the cannabis market.

there are also areas that clearly appeal to older consumers.

And while organizations like Women Grow have helped highlight
the major role that women play in the cannabis industry, the role
they play in the cannabis consumer base is still small. Men make up
two thirds of the current cannabis market. Female participation is,
however, more pronounced amongst Baby Boomers.
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MARKET ACTIVITY ACROSS THE AGES

MARKET SHARE BY AGE GROUP OVER TIME

Generational market share began to settle in late 2015 and early
2016. Since then, the relative portions of the market for each
generation have remained close to constant. Millennials make up
the bulk of the market, at around 50% of total sales, while Gen
Xers and Baby Boomers do 34% and 16%, respectively. The Silent
Generation (76+) accounts for a negligible amount of sales.
In terms of gender, vastly more men than women participate in
the legal cannabis market. The sales breakdown by gender has
remained the same since 2015, with about 60-70% of sales going to
men. The female market share is currently about 35%, and hasn’t

MARKET SHARE BY AGE GENDER OVER TIME

budged for awhile.
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BREAKDOWN OF SALES BY GENDER AND AGE GROUP

While men still dominate the market, some of the hype about

are turned off by some of the more “hardcore” recreational

female Baby Boomers getting into cannabis appears to be true.

products marketed to their generation, like dabs, while the more

The Baby Boomers had the highest percentage of sales to women,

medically useful products marketed to Baby Boomers have better

at a little under 40%. Millennial women are the worst represented,

cross-gender appeal.

with only about 30% of sales. It is possible that Millennial women
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GENERATIONAL PREFERENCES BY CATEGORY

28% 35%

36%

Topical 34%

Vapor 47%
Pens

34%
35%
Tincture & 28
Sublingual

11
28%
Pre-Roll 61%

34%
Flower 49%

22
38%

26
41%

18

Edible 39%

the past two years. Preferences do change, of course, but only by

27%

Boomers. These consumption rates have also remained stable over

0

Concentra 66%
tes

& Sublinguals each had about 35% of sales going to Baby

Capsules 32%

66% went to Millennials. On the other hand, Topicals and Tinctures

50%

36%

Only 7% of Concentrate sales went to the Baby Boomers, while

Beverage 46%

sense when you look at which age groups prefer which categories.

100%
% of Total Sales

The previous speculation about age specific marketing makes more

CATEGORY MARKET SHARE BY AGE GROUP

2-3%. The direction of those small changes is reflected in this chart.
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CATEGORY MARKET SHARE BY GENDER

The theory of more medically useful products appealing more

the 3rd most popular category among Baby Boomers. Clearly, it’s

to Baby Boomer women is borne out by gender preference for

important for anyone marketing cannabis products to consider

categories. Women make up over half the market for Topicals

what products appeal to what audiences, as they won’t have

and Tinctures & Sublinguals, but only 27% of the market for

much success marketing ultra-pure oil for dabbing to women in

Concentrates, mirroring the generational preferences. The next

their 60’s.

most popular category for women is edibles (42%), which is also
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TAKEAWAYS

1

2

Generational participation in the legal cannabis market shifted slightly in late 2015/early 2016,
but has been fixed since then.
Millennials make up about half the market, with Gen Xers and Baby Boomers accounting for
the rest.

3

Men still account for more sales than women overall, at about 65%.

4

Millennials have the lowest female participation in the market at 30%, while Baby Boomers
have the highest at 40%.

5

These preferences have been relatively constant over the past two years.

6

For marketers, knowing your audience is crucial. The increasing variety of cannabis products
has also teased out customer preferences, and marketing campaigns should be directed accordingly.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
Looking Ahead to 2018
All good things must come to an end, and the same is true
for the massive initial growth of new cannabis markets.
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CONCLUSION

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE INDUSTRY AS A
WHOLE IS VERY BRIGHT.

producers and retailers, 2017 has shown us that it also presents a
fabulous opportunity for those who are prepared to seize it.
While we don’t necessarily expect to see another doubling
of brands over the next two years, we do think that brand

Outside of the realm of like store comparison, the industry is still

competition in slightly more developed markets will be the biggest

ballooning with every new state that legalizes cannabis, especially

trend in cannabis. In these data, we see that some brands

states like California.

have clearly emerged victorious, usually large ones with lots of
products. The more products a brand had, the better its growth

What we can learn from these like store data is how things

numbers were. And though we aggregate and anonymize brand

might look in those emerging states after the initial chaos of new

data here, in our experience the brands that fall into that category

regulation and a new industry subsides. From what we’ve seen,

were ones that scaled up early and pushed to develop a brand

people entering the cannabis industry now have cause to be

identity early. They typically made consumers care about their

optimistic, as long as they make the right decisions.

brand, rather than waiting for consumers to care about brands in
general.

The biggest winners this year were, without a doubt, stores who
improved their selection and brands who helped those stores do

However, while the majority of sales goes to the top 10 brands,

that. In the early days of a state-legal cannabis system, being

market consolidation isn’t all bad for the little guy. At the retail

first to market is often enough to secure shelf space or build a

level, selection is everything. Consumers in Washington now

retail customer base. As things progress, customers become more

expect to walk into a cannabis store and see over 600 hundred

discerning and more fickle. While this presents new challenges for
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products on the menu, which is what the majority of stores have.

is much less harmful than smoking cigarettes, the same logic

While big brands account for a lot of those, the average retail

probably applies.

store carries far more distinct products than even those big
brands can supply. The majority of stores had over 60 distinct

Either way, as the market continues to mature, we expect to see

brands on their shelves. Given that over 50% of the brands in our

Flower slowly cede market share. While it will likely remain the

data are what we would consider small, some of that shelf space is

largest category, as it is far and away the most familiar method of

going to them.

cannabis consumption, consumers are obviously ready for more
unconventional cannabis products, as evidenced by the fact that

There are also a few areas that haven’t finished growing, like

stores with fewer than 55% of their shelves devoted to Flower had

Vapor Pens. While Vapor Pens are more logistically difficult

the largest growth this year.

to manufacture, the investment might be worth it. We would
not be surprised to see the category continue growing, as

Going forward, we expect branding and marketing to have a

more health-conscious consumers turn to it instead of smoking.

bigger role than ever in the cannabis industry. As the market

Interestingly, those health-conscious consumers might not be

matures and some of the early regulatory issues get worked

the Baby Boomers, as most expected. Though Baby Boomers do

out, the playing field gets a lot more level. It also gets a lot more

have a preference for products more traditionally associated

crowded. The brands and stores that stood out from the crowd

with medical cannabis, they don’t seem to have as much interest

this year are the ones that didn’t rest on their laurels. After

as Millennials in Flower, Concentrates, Pre-Roll, or Vapor Pens.

developing a successful flower line, they launched a vape pen or

Studies have shown that Millennials prefer vaping to smoking

developed a line of edibles. After building a solid customer base,

cigarettes, and while most people agree that smoking cannabis

they began introducing that customer base to new products,
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prolonging their growth as everyone else slowed down.
While every company has its own unique success story, our data
does seem to tell a universal one. The companies that kept moving,
kept developing products, and kept trying new things won big this
year. We’re excited to see what they have in store for 2018.
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LOW-DOSE PRODUCTS
Are They the Key to Converting
Cannabis Skeptics?
Seeing a potentially huge consumer base left by the
wayside, Kent Haehl founded Greenlight Approved to
connect people who were interested in pot but nervous
about its potency with “low dose” products—items low in
THC and high in CBD. In this report, based on consumer
surveys, he profiles the “low dose” consumer in detail,
covering demographics, consumption habits, and more.
Haehl believes that creating positive first experiences
with “low dose” products, especially for people who
are new or returning to cannabis, is the key to making
cannabis a truly commonplace consumer good.

Kent Haehl

Read this report to find out why!

Vice President, Greenlight Approved
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Looking at the potential and appeal of “low dose” cannabis

expectations; looking for help with sleep, stress and relaxation

requires as a first step that we look at the marketplace. The market

vs. the THC driven head high. The recreational cannabis industry

for cannabis has three parts detailed below:

needs to be thoughtful as it embraces the “high THC stoner
lifestyle,” to the detriment of the plants more medicinal qualities

•

Consumers: Those who have used cannabis in the last 6

that will appeal to new users. My company, GREENLIGHT

months and cover illicit, medical and recreational consumers.

Approved is “guiding the cannabis curious,” giving Acceptors

The core uses monthly or more frequently.

•

the confidence they need to enter the market. At the center of
building confidence is the understanding of inhibitions holding
Acceptors back. Low dose products are critically important as it

Acceptors: Those who are open to trying/returning (after a

puts new users in the best possible position to have a good first or

very long break) but not currently acting on their interest. We

return experience to cannabis, so they return over and over.

call this segment the “cannabis curious.”

To simplify things let’s look at three of the top inhibitions holding
Acceptors back. All of which can be solved through education and

•

Rejecters: Those not interested in cannabis.

The segmentation above is important because for “low dose”

product selection at retail.

•

I would try cannabis if I knew I could get health and relaxation

to be of higher appeal and increase in sales volume a new

benefits without getting high. Requires a better understanding

customer base with these products at the center needs to emerge.

of CBD and lower dose product options.

Acceptors represent more than a segment it is a second wave
of cannabis consumers that come to cannabis with different
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I don’t like the way it makes me feel. Point of reference being
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cannabis with too much THC.

What do they buy? Data supports “recent adopters” buy
differently and “low dose,” high discretion consumption options

•

Smoking does not fit my lifestyle. Update the consumer to
consumption options that are more discreet than burning
flower.

rule the day.

•

72% buy an Edible product. This includes everything from
cookies to tinctures.

GREENLIGHT Approved has worked with research partners to
identify the Acceptor segment in WA, OR, CO and CA. In all four

•

30% buy Topicals.

•

67% select an inhalable delivery option with Cartridge Based

states Acceptors share similar qualities.

•

They are high educated, employed full time, higher than

Vape.

average income, have children (with 60% of those having
children still at home) and live in cities or suburbs of cities.

GREENLIGHT Approved recently concluded a pilot campaign in
Spokane County, WA to bring Acceptors into the recreational

•

Average age (blended all four states) is 48.7. Gender is 53%
female/47% male. States do differ for example; WA average
age is 53.9 with gender as 61% female while CO average age is

cannabis market. Working with a set of pilot stores and tracking
a highly targeted product list of high CBD/low THC products and
strains (through Headset) have seen the following results in top
performing stores.

42.1 with gender 47% female/53% male.
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•

+166%; High CBD/Low THC cartridge based vape pens. Ease
of use, more immediate impact of an inhaled method and
modulation are reasons why this method is so popular.

•

+97%; Lotions/Creams/Salves

•

+80%; Beverages

•

+54%; Mints

•

+35%; CBD Capsules/Pills

•

+34%; Cookies

•

+32%; Tinctures

Last point; time alone is not enough to bring Acceptors across
on mass as new users. They need education and answers
to inhibitions to develop sufficient confidence to enter the
recreational cannabis market. Case in point the percentage
Acceptors represent of the population in CO (rec legal for 4
years) and CA (yet to be rec legal) are virtually the same. If all it
takes is time these numbers would not be the same. GREENLIGHT
Approved was created specifically to facilitate this conversion of
Acceptors into new users.
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ABOUT HEADSET

Headset is market data and business intelligence for the cannabis industry. Our extensive Industry Report deep-dives into specific
brands to help businesses better monitor the competitive landscape and perform exhaustive category analysis. Reports are generated
via aggregate, real-time transaction data to get a unique and thorough analysis of what’s happening in the cannabis industry as
the data becomes available. Headset offers three distinct products that help retailers, dispenaries, brands, product manufacturers,
distributors, and investors move ahead in the indsustry.

Retailer

Bridge

Insights

Business intelligence for retailers and dispensaries to

The connection to a collaborative relationship

Real-time market intelligence for the cannabis

stay ahead of trends and discover opportunities like

between supplier and retailer. Limit out-of-stock

industry. Monitor the competitive landscape,

never before. Real-time dashboards on your Sales,

events, ensure optimal inventory levels and

identify opportunities, and stay ahead of industry

Inventory, Vendors, Products and Budtenders.

enhance forecasting abilities.

trends as never before.
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